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ABSTRACT
Elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) with heavy ion beams has evolved into a universal ion
beam analysis (IBA) method for simultaneous analysis of almost all elements, with an essentially
constant detection sensitivity. The method is based on the detection and identification of recoiling
atoms that have been elastically scattered from a sample by an incident heavy ion beam.
The principal characteristics of heavy-ion ERDA are outlined and illustrated using examples of
data obtained with time of flight (TOF) and ∆E−E detector systems. The potential and limitations
of the quantitative analysis were explored. For this purpose, a number of thin layer samples were
measured using different projectiles and energies.
Desorption of the surface materials during ERDA measurements was determined as a function of
the probing ion fluence. As the differential cross-sections for scattering were enhanced for heavy
projectiles, the beam dose to which the sample was exposed to during measurements was reduced
by using heavy ion beams. However the higher cross-sections caused an increase of the desorption.
An essential part of this study was dedicated to study those topics that limit the accuracy of the
analysis in heavy ion TOF-ERDA, namely: uncertain stopping forces, quantification accuracy, ir-
radiation induced damage, depth resolution, and the role of multiple and plural scattering.
Possible approaches to improve the sample characterisation efficiency and accuracy were stud-
ied by using a gas ionisation detector. This study concentrates on the noise reduction, detection
characterisation, and analysis procedures. The focus was upon the effect of the large solid angle
and position sensitivity on the irradiation induced damage, depth resolution, mass resolution, and
elemental sensitivity.
2The reliability of the concentration distributions obtained with heavy ion ERDA was strongly af-
fected by the surface structure, surface roughness and multiple scattering. These effects were stud-
ied by comparing Monte Carlo simulations with the experimental results.
The analysis procedure was developed to enable the characterisation of novel materials such as
atomic layer deposited thin films and nanoparticles. Data handling and storage was improved to
facilitate and speed up the analysis procedures.
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51 Introduction
Materials research corresponds to progressive fields of research and technology. The characterisa-
tion of the underlying structures of the materials are far beyond the analytical limits of most conven-
tional methods due to continuous miniaturisation of these structures. However ion beam analysis
(IBA) methods provide ways to study such structures as they use probes of similar or much smaller
dimensions than the target samples. IBA methods represent one of the applied branches of the
contemporary physics that has increasing importance in developing modern materials. Although
some of the methods have been known for many years, the constant progress in accelerator and
detector technologies, and the continuous expansion of the required databases permit an extended
application of IBA methods.
Charged particle IBA methods combined with neutron activation analysis in addition to the many
different variations of electron spectroscopy can be used for analysis of thin films and surface lay-
ers of materials that are difficult to investigate by conventional non-nuclear methods. IBA methods
provide information about the elemental composition over the whole range of the periodic system
regardless of whether the elements of interest are in bulk or trace quantities. They also give inform-
ation about the elemental depth distribution and the surface properties of the studied materials.
The IBA methods are utilised to study samples in materials research, industry, micro- and na-
notechnology, electronics, optics and laser technology, chemical, biological, and environmental
research in general. The advantage of using the IBA methods is that they can probe samples non-
destructively, i.e. they leave the sample undamaged or damage created is not visible to the eye.
IBA utilises ion beams of various elements with kinetic energies that range from hundreds of
kiloelectronvolts up to hundreds of megaelectronvolts, and beam currents mostly within tens of
nanoamperes range. The data on the studied samples are provided via the measurements of the
energy spectra of scattered ions, recoiled atoms, and the secondary radiation induced by ion bom-
bardment.
IBA methods is based on the investigation of the elastic collisions between projectiles and the
target atoms of the sample or on detection of products of inelastic processes such as electronic
excitation and nuclear reactions. The well-known Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS)
is based on the detection of light projectile ions that elastically scatter backwards from heavier
6sample atoms. A typical setup for RBS utilises either beams of protons or He ions, with kinetic
energies of several MeV. Energy spectra of the scattered projectiles provide information about the
sample. The kinematics of the elastic collision process are such that RBS is capable to detect all
the elements that are heavier than the projectile ion with detection limits down to 10−12 at/cm2 [1].
It also allows depth profiling of the target surface layers of tens of micrometers thick with a depth
resolution of nanometers.
Elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) is a complementary analytical method to RBS. It is based
on a principle that is the inverse of RBS. In the first successful application [2] recoil atoms of heavy
projectiles were produced using incident 25-40 MeV 35Cl ions. In ERDA heavy projectiles at en-
ergies up to several hundreds of MeV collide with sample atoms and knock them out of the sample
in the forward direction, where a particle detector locates and measures the energy of the recoiled
atoms. The acquisition and evaluation of energy spectra of the recoiled atoms is complicated by
the presence of elastically scattered primary ions. However, several ERDA arrangements have been
constructed to overcome this difficulty [3]. The scattered primary ions may simply be absorbed by
a thin foil placed in front of the energy detector. Another approach is the simultaneous detection of
both the scattered primary ions and recoiled atoms, or by using of a special detector to differentiate
the primary and the recoiled atoms. The time of flight ERDA (TOF-ERDA) method [4, 5], has
become a very useful IBA method. Generally, the ERDA method can be used to detect all elements
that are lighter than the projectile ion and with special detectors also elements that are heavier than
the projectile. It also allows depth profiling layers of up to several micrometers with nanometer
depth resolutions. The detection limits are comparable to those of RBS [1].
The availability of reliable experimental stopping force data is of critical importance for many ion
beam applications. From the point of view of fundamental physics, the ion-matter interaction mod-
els based on first-principles are still far from the accuracy and generality desired for practical ap-
plications. Therefore, experimental data are required to evaluate these models and to introduce pos-
sible improvements that would lead to a better understanding of the dynamics of charged particles
in matter. On the other hand, semi-empirical models may offer reasonable precision and to a certain
extent, may be even able to predict the stopping forces for ion-target combinations that have not
been explored experimentally. However, these semi-empirical models need large amounts of ex-
perimental data on stopping since their accuracy depends on how this type of available information
is fitted.
7From the IBA perspective, the need for accurate data on stopping forces for ions is clear. ERDA
makes use of the energy lost by ions in a sample to gain information about the compositional depth
profiles. Therefore, the accuracy and precision of the depth profiles are directly associated with the
corresponding accuracy and precision of the available stopping force values for every ion-material
combination measured in an experiment. The energy loss of charged particles in matter is also
related to the damage created in the samples by the incident ions and recoiling atoms.
82 Purpose and structure of this study
The main purpose of this study was to improve heavy ion elastic recoil detection analysis (HI-
ERDA) to meet the analysis demands of the Finnish Centre of Excellence in Atomic Layer De-
position. The atomic layer deposited samples to be studied consist of thin films, microstructures,
nanostructures, in addition to materials for microelectronics and energy technologies.
This thesis consists of a summary and three published articles and a fourth article that has been
submitted for publication in international peer-reviewed journals. The publications are listed below,
included after the summary, and referred to in the text by Roman numerals. Principles of the elastic
recoil detection method are summarised in section 3, the progress and results in the analysis and
measurements are described in section 4. Conclusions and outlook are presented in section 5.
2.1 Original publications contributing the thesis
The following articles are included in this thesis.
Publication I: Stopping forces of polyimide, vyns, formvar, and polysulfone for Cl, Br, and I
ions,
K. Mizohata, J. Keinonen, J. Räisänen, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research B
280, (2012), 74–78.
Publication II: Stopping cross sections of atomic layer deposited Al2O3 and Ta2O5 and of
Si3N4 for
12C, 16O, 35Cl, 79Br and 127I ions,
K. Mizohata, J. Keinonen, J. Räisänen, E. Härkönen, J. Palmans, M. Ritala, Nuclear Instruments
and Methods in Physics Research B, Submitted for publication.
Publication III: A Pyrazolate-based metalorganic tantalum precursor that exhibits high
thermal stability and its use in the atomic layer deposition of Ta(2)O(5),
C. L. Dezelah IV, M. K. Wiedmann, K. Mizohata, R. J. Baird, L. Niinistö, C. H. Winter, J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 129, (2007), 12370-12371.
Publication IV: Optical and structural properties of silicon-rich silicon oxide films: Compar-
ison of ion implantation and molecular beam deposition methods,
9T. Nikitin, K. Aitola, S. Novikov, M. Räsänen, R. Velagapudi, J. Sainio, J. Lahtinen, K. Mizohata,
T. Ahlgren, L. Khriachtchev, physica status solidi a, 208, (2011), 2176–2181.
2.2 Author’s contributions
The accuracy of the IBA techniques to characterise materials is limited by several issues, such as
the accuracy of the stopping forces, multiple scattering, and surface roughness. Inaccuracies of
the stopping forces affect the accuracy of the material composition analysis and also that of the
determination of film thicknesses. In publications I and II, the time of flight ERDA setup was used
to determine stopping forces of several compound materials for ions used routinely in HI-ERDA
measurements. The author designed and set up the measurements, improved the computer codes
used, and analysed the data. The author was the responsible author and had a major contribution in
writing of papers I and II.
In publication III, ERDA was used for the analysis of atomic layer deposited (ALD) thin films.
Publication IV is a study in which ERDA was used for the analysis of silicon-rich silicon oxide
films.
The ERDA method also has applications in fields beyond thin films. Thus experiments and analysis
of samples with nanoparticles and 3D structures were made. The developed ERDA technique was
utilised in publications III and IV for which the author made the ERDA measurements, analysis
and simulations. In publication IV implanted excess silicon in silica forming silicon nanocrystals
was analysed. The progress in the ERDA obtained over the course of this stydy has been applied
to analyse samples with gold nanoparticles [6] and solar thermal absorber coatings with copper
particles on the sample surface [7] and in several other publications [8–12].
The feasibilities of two detection methods, namely the time of flight (TOF) and the gas ionisation
detector for use in heavy ion ERDA with a 5 MV tandem accelerator were studied and compared.
The design and construction of the gas ionisation detector were described in the studies included in
this thesis. The author carried out all measurements, simulations and analysis of the results of the
detector feasibility studies.
10
The progress in the development of the analysis procedure, data handling, analysis software and
for the simulations carried out in this study are described in chapter 4.
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3 Principles of elastic recoil detection analysis
ERDA is a technique suitable for the characterisation of thin films, determining sample composition
and the elemental depth profiles. The kinematics and the cross-sections of the collisions between
ions and sample atoms, in addition to the energy loss of ions and recoil atoms in the matter, regulate
the quantification and the extraction of depth profiles.
HI-ERDA is usually equipped with an element or mass sensitive detector, in order to identify the
recoiled sample atoms and scattered incident ions. The significant improvement in HI-ERDA over
that of traditional ERDA is that quantitative depth profiling of all sample atoms can be provided
by only one measurement [13–21]. A wide variety of ion beams and different energies are used in
different laboratories, depending on the accelerator facility and the detection system. Typical ions
used are 35Cl, 63Cu, 79Br,127I, and 197Au, accelerated at energies up to few hundreds of MeV. The
most common detection systems are magnetic spectrographs, TOF telescopes and gas ionisation
detectors. For example, high energetic heavy ions such as 200 MeV 197Au beams can be used in
combination with a gas ionisation detector. Alternatively, medium heavy ions with energies tens of
MeV such as 35 MeV 35Cl beams are typically used with a TOF telescope.
The energy of a recoiled sample atom is measured and a knowledge of the stopping forces, scatter-
ing cross sections and scattering kinematics is used to determine the concentration distributions of
the elements in the sample. Kinematics of the atom collisions and the scattering cross sections are
well known at the energies (0.1 MeV/u–2 MeV/u) used in typical ERDA measurements. The stop-
ping forces used in the analysis can differ by as much as 20% from the actual measured stopping
forces. The lack of experimental data for heavy ions is a typical problem.
The performance of a technique depends on the setup and the experimental conditions. The achiev-
able surface depth resolution is of the order of nanometers. The sensitivity is better than 0.1 atomic
percent for all elements. In HI-ERDA, some factors, such as multiple scattering and ion beam in-
duced damage, must be taken into consideration. These two phenomena can affect the interpretation
of the data and the accuracy of the quantification. In addition, the glancing angles of in-going and
out-coming particles highlight the importance of the surface topography related effects in the inter-
pretation of the results. A reliable elemental characterisation of the surface layers can be obtained,
when the surface topography information into the ion beam analysis is included.
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The advantage of using the ERDA approach is the relatively simple analysis procedure compared
to other procedures. Elemental quantification can be expressed as absolute or relative. The absolute
concentration indicates the total number of atoms of a certain element present in a sample area and
is normally expressed in 1015 at./cm2. It can be derived either from the total beam fluence or by
normalising the signal of the substrate intensity in the energy spectrum. The former procedure can
be used when the detector solid angle and detection efficiency value are precisely known. This
method requires the accurate measurement of the beam dose to obtain the total number of incident
ions during the measurement.
The relative concentrations of constituent elements of a sample can be directly derived from the re-
spective number of detected events for different elements, weighted according to its corresponding
scattering cross-section. The complete sample structure and elemental profiling are normally ob-
tained by the use of simulation programs. For any given experimental setup and conditions, these
programs generate a scattering energy profile that is then compared to the experimental profile
under study. The sample structure and composition are subsequently adjusted until the simulated
spectrum corresponds to the experimental spectrum.
In ERDA, all elements present in a sample can be separately detected, and their respective depth
profiles can be simultaneously generated from energy spectra using an iterative procedure. First,
the sample is assumed to be homogeneous with the mean concentrations and the depths of origin
are calculated for each detected recoiled constituent ion using the parameters of the measurement
setup. The calculated recoil depths are then used to indicate a putative sample composition and
to calculate stopping forces for this composition. The depth calculation is repeated and a new
or modified composition is predicted. Typically, after four or five iterations, the calculated depth
profiles are have stabilised.
3.1 Concentration analysis
3.1.1 Kinematics
When a beam of ions strikes a solid target, energy is transferred from the incident projectile ion to
the target atom. This process is described by kinematic equations of elastic collisions. In a classical
two-body elastic collision (fig. 1), the final energy of both particles can be calculated exactly. In
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Figure 1: Schematic picture of a elastic scattering. The subscripts i and r denote incident ion and
recoiling atom, respectively
the laboratory co-ordinates, the final energy of a recoiling atom calculated from the energy and
momentum conservation laws is given by the following:
Er =
(
4MiMr cos
2 φ
(Mi+Mr)2
)
Ei0 ≡ ΛEi0, (1)
where φ is the recoil angle and Λ is the kinematic factor for the recoil. Similarly the energy of
scattered projectile is
Ei = Ei0−Er =


√
M2r +M
2
i sin
2θ ±Mi cosθ
Mi+Mr


2
Ei0 ≡ KEi0, (2)
where θ is the scattering angle and K the kinematic factor for the scattered projectile. The mass
ratio dependence of the kinematic factors for recoils and scattered projectiles for different detection
angles are shown in fig. 2. The angular dependence of the kinematic factors in the case where the
projectile is lighter or heavier than the sample atom, is illustrated in fig. 3.
At energies used in this study the only force present in a collision is the Coulomb repulsion between
two nuclei. The Coulomb potential is in given by the term:
V (r) =
1
4piε0
ZiZre
2
r
, (3)
where Zi and Zr are the respective nuclear charges of the ion and target atom, and r is the distance
between them.
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Figure 2: Kinematic factors for the scattered ions (Ks) and for the recoil atoms (Kr) as a function
of the mass ratio M2/M1.
The probability of the elastic scattering is described by the scattering cross section. The differential
scattering cross section gives the probability that the projectile ion scatters or target atom recoils
into a solid angle. The differential scattering cross-section [1] derived from the respective Coulomb
interaction is given by
dσS
dΩ
=
(
e2
8piε0
Z1Z2
E0
)2 (√M22 −M21 sin2 θ ±M2 cosθ
)2
M2 sin
4 θ
√
M22 −M21 sin2 θ
. (4)
The differential elastic cross-section for the recoil is:
dσR
dΩ
=
(
e2
8piε0
Z1Z2
E0
)2
(1+M1/M2)
2
cos3φ
. (5)
Angular dependence of the scattering and recoil cross-sections are inverse as shown in fig. 3.
The scattering cross-section defines the elemental sensitivity of ERDA. The recoil yield is the meas-
ured signal that carries the required information. Ignoring sample properties such as composition
and surface properties and dispersion phenomena such as straggling and multiple scattering, the
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yield is given in the following expression
Y = qn0SΩdet ∗ dσR
dΩ
x
sinα
, (6)
where q denotes projectile fluence, n0 target atomic density, S the cross sectional area of the beam
spot on the sample surface. Ωdet is the detector solid angle and the last term
dσR
dΩ
x
sinα expresses
the length of the projectile path in an analyzed surface layer with thickness x, and α denoting the
projectile incident angle.
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Figure 3: Elastic scattering energies and cross-sections of recoil atoms and scattered projectiles as
a function of the scattering angle, when the primary ion is lighter (a) or heavier (b) than the target
atom.
The scattering cross-sections, equations 4 and 5 can not be applied when the interaction potential
deviates from the pure Coulomb potential of equation 3. Deviations from the Rutherford scattering
occur both at high and low energies for all projectile-target pairs. The projectile energy ET , above
which the cross section value deviates from the Rutherford value, depends linearly both on Z1 and
Z2 [22]. Above ET nuclear reactions and inelastic scattering may take place.
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3.2 Depth analyses
3.2.1 Ion energy loss
The concentration distributions obtained in ERDA are defined by the energy losses of the impinging
ions and the recoiling atoms in a sample material. The energy loss in inelastic collisions with
electrons of the atoms of the slowing down material, is called the electronic energy loss. The
energy loss due to elastic collisions between a moving ion or recoil atom and a sample atom is
called the nuclear energy loss. The total energy loss is described by the stopping force thus:
S(E) =−dE
dx
=−
[(
dE
dx
)
n
+
(
dE
dx
)
e
]
, (7)
where indexes n and e refer to nuclear and electronic stopping force, respectively. The total energy
loss for an ion and recoil atom traversing a distance ∆x in the material is then given by the following:
∆E =
∫ ∆x
0
Sdx. (8)
The concept of the two independent components of the stopping forces is an approximation since
there is a strong correlation between the location of electrons and the nuclei of target atoms. How-
ever, as in most practical cases there are other sources of uncertainties in the stopping models which
greatly exceed the uncertainties introduced by the separate treatment of electronic and nuclear stop-
ping forces.
The penetrating ions produce damage in the slowing down materials by breaking atomic bonds and
causing atoms to recoil from their lattice sites. The slowing down of these recoiling atoms produce
most of the damage in the sample material.
As opposed to the electronic energy loss, nuclear scattering causes large directional changes in the
ion trajectories. These changes cause the energy and angular straggling of an ion traversing in a
material to occur. Such straggling effects are important in ERDA.
Ion stopping of a sample made of a mixture of elements or of compounds can be estimated assuming
that the interaction processes between the projectiles and target atoms are independent. This is
called Bragg’s rule [23] for the stopping cross-section. For a compound or mixture MaNb where
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M and N are two different elements and a and b are their stoichiometric coefficients that have been
normalised to unity, the total stopping cross-section εMN is given by
εMN = aεM+bεN , (9)
where εM and εN are the stopping cross-sections of pure elements M and N.
This rule is reasonably accurate, and the measured stopping of ions in compounds usually deviates
by less than 20% from those predicted by Bragg’s rule. However in modern industrial applica-
tions and research, more accurate knowledge of stopping forces and ranges of ions in materials are
needed. The accuracy of Bragg’s rule is limited because the energy loss to the electrons in any
material depends on their respective specific orbital and excitation structure energies, thus differ-
ences between elemental materials and the same atoms in compounds will cause Bragg’s rule to
become inaccurate. Furthermore, any bonding changes may also alter the charge state of the ion,
thus changing the strength of its interaction with the target medium. The Core and Bond (CAB)
approach suggests that stopping forces in compounds can be predicted by using the superposition
of stopping by atomic "cores" and then adding the stopping due to the bonding electrons [24–27].
The core stopping would simply follow Bragg’s rule for the atoms of the compound. The chemical
bonds of the compound would then contain the necessary stopping correction.
3.2.2 Straggling
When ions penetrate a target medium, they undergo a large number of collisions with electrons
and nuclei of atoms. As a consequence of the statistical nature of these processes, the numbers
of collisions vary for each ion. Originally mono-energetic and mono-directional beam projectiles
lose and change their direction of motion in varying ways. The resulting energy and directional
distributions is related to with the distance travelled within the target. The energy spread caused by
the interactions with the electrons is better known as energy straggling.
Collisions of heavy ions with electrons mainly entail energy straggling whereas the direction of
motion remains almost the same. In contrast, subsequent collisions with target nuclei, so-called
multiple scattering, lead to both energy and directional straggling. The resulting distributions are
roughly Gaussian. Assuming a large number of collisions and a small relative energy loss, Bohr’s
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model also predicts a Gaussian energy distribution. The variance Ω2B of the energy distribution is
given by the expression:
Ω2B = 4pi(Z1e
2)2NZ2∆x, (10)
where Z2N∆x is the number of electrons per unit area over the path length ∆x. Corrections to Bohr’s
model take in to account charge state fluctuations and expand the model to a wider energy range
[28–30].
In ERDA, multiple scattering, generates an angular distribution of the recoiling atoms around the
its original recoil direction. Additionally, atoms may undergo more than one scattering event with
a large scattering angle before they are scattered towards the detector, which is known as plural
scattering. Although these events are scarce, they can play an important role in the analysis.
Multiple scattering has been reviewed by Szilagy et al. [31] and Amsel et al. [32]. Plural scattering
can be treated fully with Monte Carlo simulations [33, 34]. A comparison of analytic calculations
and Monte Carlo simulation for light and heavy incident ions has recently been published [35, 36].
The original precise measurement geometry is no longer valid due to the angular spread of the
recoiling atoms. Multiple and plural scattering, result in a spread of both the path lengths and the
scattering angle around the detection angle. The former generates a spreading in energy and also
in the energy straggling of ions after penetration at a given depth. In contrast, the spread in the
scattering angle has consequences for both the kinematics and the cross-sections associated with
the total scattering process.
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4 Progress in elastic recoil detection measurements
Requirements in the analyses of thin films and surface layers of materials are very demanding.
Characteristics such as film composition, elemental profiling and surface structure are always sig-
nificant and therefore need to be accurately measured. A list of requirement to do this consists of
the following prerequisites:
1. Detection capability of all elements present in the sample, from Hydrogen to heavy elements.
2. Separation of signals originating from constituent elements of the sample. Capacity to distin-
guish and identify two different elements independently of the physical and chemical com-
position of the sample.
3. Depth resolution at the nanometer scale. A high depth resolution is necessary for films only
a few nanometers thick in order to extract information on the surface and interface quality
and on the elemental profiling inside the film.
4. Capability of probing the film throughout its whole thickness.
5. Detection accuracy in absolute elemental quantification, an areal density determination, and
in depth profiling. High detection sensitivity.
6. Information on the sample crystallinity.
The aim of this study was to improve ERDA techniques and overcome several substantial limita-
tions of ERDA and to study their applicability to the characterisation of thin films.
4.1 Detection of recoiled atoms
The ERDA techniques using equipment fitted with special detectors allow the separation of differ-
ent recoil species. Different elements can be separated by either their nuclear charge or by their
mass. TOF and gas ionization detectors such as the Bragg detector and various types of ∆E–E
detectors have been developed to achieve this separation.
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Typical ion beams used in this study were 35Cl, 79Br and 127I beams, accelerated by a 5 MV tandem
accelerator in the laboratory. The detector angle was determined to be 40.0 ± 0.1◦ by comparing
the yields of scattered and recoiled ions from thin sample films. Typically the measurements were
taken geometrically whereby both the incident and exit angles where equal to 20◦ to the sample
surface.
4.1.1 Time of Flight telescope
The TOF-ERDA setup of the University of Helsinki consists of two timing gates and of an ion-
implanted energy detector. A detailed description of the measurement system is given in Refs.
[17, 37] and in fig. 4. The timing gates are fitted with a thin diamond like carbon (DLC) film,
which have thicknesses that ranged from 4.7 and 9.0 µg/cm2 in the first and second timing gates,
respectively. Secondary electrons are emitted as the ions pass through the films. The electrons
are accelerated and guided by an electrostatic field to micro-channel-plates (MCP) where they are
multiplied. The electrons are collected at an anode, and the anode signal is directed to a constant
fraction discriminator. The signals from the timing gates were then directed to a time-to-digital
converter. An ion-implanted detector of the Ortec Ultra series was used in this thesis as the energy
detector.
Figure 4: Schema of the ToF telescope detector. The scattering angle is 40◦. The distance L
between the timing gates T1 and T2 is 684 mm.
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TOF spectrometers have a detection efficiency that is energy and ion dependent and is typically less
than 100% for light ions [38–40]. For a setup with two timing gates, the total detection efficiency
is given by the expression
ε = εT1 · εT2 ·TC, (11)
where εT1 and εT2 are the efficiencies of the timing gates and the last term is the contribution of the
scattering in the first carbon foil.
The detection efficiency of the timing gates is limited by the secondary electron yield of the foil.
The mean number of ejected secondary electrons is directly proportional to the electronic stopping
force [41], in the following expression:
Y = Λ
dE
dx
(12)
with the coefficient Λ depending on the atomic number and energy of the incident ion. Values
of Λ for secondary electron yields emitted by a carbon foil, both for forward ΛF and backward
ΛB directions decrease with increasing atomic mass [41, 42]. The electron yield is lower in the
backward direction, with a ratio ΛF/ΛB that ranges from ∼ 1.2 for H to∼ 1.5 for He and ∼ 2.0 for
heavy ions. In addition to energy loss, backward electron emission is also dependent on the charge
state of the incident ion, so that the mean number of electrons emitted increases by about 10% per
charge state [43, 44].
For thin DLC films, electron emission is proportional to the film thickness. According to the
literature [45], the secondary electron yield of carbon foils for 12 MeV 12C ions are saturated for a
carbon foil thicker than 15 µg/cm2, whereas for 3 and 10 µg/cm2 thick foils the electron emission is
65% and 90% of the maximum yield, respectively. In addition to the secondary electron emissions,
other factors affect the detection efficiency of the TOF detector. The electrons must pass through
wire grids of an electrostatic mirror with a transparency of≈ 85%. Moreover, the electron detection
efficiency of the MCP is determined by the probability that an incident electron creates an electron
cascade when hitting a channel wall and is given by the sum of two components, namely: the
open area and the front surface. For electrons with energies between a few hundred eV and a few
thousand eV the MCP quantum efficiency is higher than the active area of the channels and is
estimated to be ≈ 76% [46]. The detection efficiency is illustrated in fig. 5 for the ions of four
elements.
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Figure 5: TOF detection efficiency for light recoils as a function of the energy
The coincident detection of the ion velocity and energy produced a histogram such as the one shown
in Fig. 6(a), in which the signals generated by different masses lie on different and discrete curves.
In this way, each element can be identified and analysed separately. The extracted depth profiles
are shown in fig. 6(b).
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Figure 6: Ferromagnetic multilayer film of hard disk on a glass substrate measured using a 53 MeV
79Br beam. The time of flight vs energy histogram of the raw data (a) and the corresponding
extracted elemental depth profiles (b).
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The energy and depth resolution are important factors in the analysis of very thin samples. The use
of thin DLC foils in the timing gates reduced the effect of straggling and multiple scattering to the
energy resolution. Moreover the quality and homogeneity was better controlled for DLC films than
for carbon foils. One of the main contributions to TOF spectra energy resolution is time resolution.
The time resolution of TOF comprises two components [47, 48]. The intrinsic time resolution
includes the flight time spread of electrons emitted from DLC foils, time delay differences, and
the uncertainty due to electronics. The intrinsic time resolution is independent of experimental
parameters, including projectile, energy, flight length. Another contribution to time resolution
originates from the energy spread, which is related to the ERDA method. The improvements to the
time detection electronics (e.g increasing MCPs inter-plate and anode gap voltage, reducing MCP
pore size) implemented in this study have improved the intrinsic time resolution to ≈200 ps.
4.1.2 Gas ionisation detector
As a beam dose is often the limiting parameter in the analysis, one needs a detector solid angle that
is as large as possible. With a large solid angle, the depth resolution at the surface is dominated
by the kinematic energy spread. For example, a typical detector energy resolution of about 1%
corresponds to an energy shift generated for example by 10 mrad acceptance angle or by 0.5 msr
solid angle at a 40◦ scattering angle. Therefore good depth resolution and large solid angle are
exclusive unless a kinematic energy correction can be performed. Gas ionization detectors can
be easily made large and also particle position sensitive: i.e. the scattering angle can be measured
simultaneously with the energy and the atomic number of the recoils. At the University of Helsinki,
an ionisation counter was built with a solid angle of about 10 msr and an angular resolution of
better than 1.5 mrad (fig 7). The detector has a subdivision of the anode for ∆E1, ∆E2 and Eres
measurement, and is shielded from the cathode by a Frisch-grid as shown in fig 8. The anode part
∆E2 is split into two backgammon shaped halves to produce position information in the scattering
plane. In addition, a position signal perpendicular to the scattering plane can be derived from the
ratio of the anode and cathode pulse heights. Thus, the detector has position sensitivity in two
dimensions. The position signals can be used to correct the measured energy of each recoil event
to correspond to the energy calculated for the mean scattering angle [20].
The X-position co-ordinate can be determined since the anode is divided into two equal parts (fig.
8), anode left (AL) and anode right (AR), so that the particle traverses more within the left anode
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Figure 7: Schema of the gas telescope. Gas inlet and outlet are shown by the arrows.
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram showing the dimensions of the gas ionisation detector anode and
cathode.
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when the particle enters from the left side and vice versa. The anode part is divided in saw tooth
shape as shown in fig. 8 to obtain linear and reliable position co-ordinates. The X-position co-
ordinate is obtained from the relation X = (AL−AR)/(AL+AR). Examples of the relation of AL
and AR signals are shown in fig. 9.
The cathode signal depends on the position at which the ion pair is formed because no grid is used to
screen the ions. However, the total energy of the incident particle can be measured from the anode.
Hence the Y -position signal can be directly derived from the cathode signal just by normalising it
by the anode signal (Y =C/E), as in fig. 9. The position sensitivity of the gas ionisation detector
was tested by using a mask with holes in front of the detector. An example of the results of such
measurements are shown in figures 9 and 10.
Depending on the particle and its energy the pressure (8–20 mbar) of the isobutane counting gas
can be chosen such that the particles stop in the detection volume. Gas pressure is kept constant
during measurement by a valve equipped with a microcontroller. The number of ions produced
in the gas depends considerably on the particle type and velocity, since the non-ionizing energy
loss contribution is substantial for slow ions. Therefore, the electrical signal height produced by
an event is not strictly proportional to the residual energy of the particle after passing through the
window.
The drawbacks of gas ionisation chambers are the relatively low ionization yield per deposited
energy and the requirement that the particles must enter the detector through a thin window, which
causes energy loss and straggling. At low particle velocities, a considerable amount of the energy
can be lost in the entrance window. For these reasons, the use of gas ionisation detectors below a
certain energy limit is excluded. Naturally the detector entrance window has to be as thin and as
uniform as possible. Usually, mylar or polypropylene foils with thicknesses between 0.5 and 2 µm
are used. Polypropylene (72.5 µg/cm2) was used as a window material in this study series.
4.2 Analyses
4.2.1 Stopping forces
The most obvious procedure to determine stopping forces is to measure the energy lost by the ions
in the transmission through a slab of known thickness. The main complication of this method is the
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Figure 9: A SiO2 sample measured by a gas ionisation detector through a mask with 6×6 holes.
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dependence on thin self-supporting samples, since the beam should not lose more than a few per
cent of its energy while traversing through the sample. This restriction imposes tight constraints on
the material thickness. Fabrication, handling, and characterisation of such samples impose limits on
the available materials. The main source of uncertainty in this method is usually the determination
of the thickness (areal density) of the sample foil, in addition to its homogeneity and purity.
The TOF telescopes that are equipped with coincidence setups allow very efficient determinations
of the transmission measurements, providing continuous stopping force curves, often for various
ions at the same time. Accurate descriptions and results obtained using this method have been
published in [49–56]. A general schematic diagram of this type of set-up is shown in figure 11(a).
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Figure 11: Schematic illustration of a transmission measurement principle (a) and the energy histo-
gram of 10 MeV 12C ions for Ta2O5 (b). Data obtained without sample foil (E
∗
0 ) is used to calibrate
the energy detector.
In this method the primary beam is used to produce a secondary, less intense beam with a broad
energy distribution. The secondary beam can consist of either scattered primary ions or recoils from
the scatterer. In both cases, a broad energy distribution can be achieved by using a thick scatterer.
The beam is detected by a TOF telescope in which the stopper foil with the material to be studied is
inserted between the last time gate and the energy detector. TOF-E two dimensional spectra for the
stopper foil and also without it are recorded. The time of flight can be used for tagging the energy
of each ion before passing the stopper, hence performing a point-by-point monochromatization
of the secondary beam. Moreover, when the secondary beam is composed of different ions, the
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discrete TOF-E spectra can be separated, which permits the collection of data for various ions
simultaneously.
Measuring the energy differences of the points taken with and without a foil and tagged with the
same energy before scattering, allows the energy loss to be obtained for all energies covered by the
secondary ion beam. Such measurements are usually performed for heavy ions, which lack stopping
force data. Unfortunately, the response of the energy detector is not linear for heavy ions [57–61].
Two approaches are used to overcome this difficulty. Trzaska proposed the use of the TOF system
for careful calibration of the energy detector [55], which includes a direct measurement of the
pulse height defect (PHD) in the energy detector. Alternatively, Zhang proposed “inverse tagging”
of the ion energy before the stopper [62]. This inverse tagging requires using the energy detector
to define identical energies, but without actually quantifying these energies and it also relies upon
the corresponding time values to obtain the energy values.
The TOF-ERDA setup described in section 4.1.1, was modified for the stopping force measure-
ments. The energy detector was moved backwards allowing the insertion of a sample holder for
the stopping foils to be placed between the energy detector and the second timing port. The setup
houses a sample holder with positions for up to four samples. This makes it possible to measure
energy loss simultaneously for three different samples. Moreover the energy detector can be calib-
rated accurately from the same HI-ERDA spectrum by comparing the TOF signals and the energy
signals obtained without a stopping foil.
The choice of sample materials for study in Papers I and II were motivated by both fundamental and
practical reasons. The stopping forces for these compounds hitherto had not been experimentally
studied for heavy ions. Oxides such as aluminum oxide and tantalum oxide are of interest, in
technology due especially to the optical and electrical properties of these oxides. Thin oxide films
can be applied as optical coatings, ion-sensitive membranes in solid-state sensors and as high-κ
dielectric materials in gate and storage capacitor structures [8, 63–65]. The ALD method which
provides excellent uniformity and thickness control is increasingly used to produce thin oxide films
[64]. Silicon nitride is a material with good mechanical and thermal properties in addition to having
high chemical stability. Therefore, it is used for protective coatings in some industrial applications
such as cutting parts or motor components. Thin self-supporting membranes of Si3N4 are also used
in research laboratories as vacuum windows or as substrates for microscopy because they are very
transparent to radiation and are also mechanically resistant [20, 66]. Polymer films are used in
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various ion beam and technical applications such as stopping foils, detector windows, and for the
masking of ion beams.
In the measurements made in this present study, heavy ion beams of 12C, 16O, 35Cl, 79Br, and 127I
scattered from a heavy element bulk target were used. α-particles from an Am α–source were used
to test the setup and the analysis method.
The procedure for extracting the stopping force curves was based on comparing the TOF-E curves
obtained with and without the stopper foil. The comparison was made for ions that have the same
time value, T0, and by measuring the difference in the associated E. The energy loss was determined
as a function of the initial energy Ei(T0) in the equation
∆E = Ei(T0)−E f (T0), (13)
where E f (T0) is the energy measured after the stopping foil. Ei(T0) and E f (T0) are the energies
corresponding to the same time of flight, T0 for the cases without and with the stopping foil, re-
spectively. Typically the stopping force is calculated as:
S(E¯) =
Ei(T0)−E f (T0)
Nt
, (14)
where Nt is thickness of the foil and E¯ = (Ei(T0)+E f (T0))/2. If the difference between Ei(T0)
and E f (T0) was too large, the obtained stopping would be integrated over a too wide an energy
range and, therefore, the accuracy would be poorer. Conversely, if the difference was too small, the
uncertainties in the energy measurement would also become problematic. The thin foils are better
suited for extracting stopping data in the low energy region, where the relative energy loss is larger.
The thicker foils are better suited to obtain reliable data at higher energies. In the measurements
for the stopping forces, ions should lose roughly between 5% and 50% of their energy due to the
stopper foil.
On the other hand, E f can be calculated by solving the equation
∫ E f
Ei
dE
S(E)
= Nt, (15)
where S(E) is the stopping force. The thickness of the foil Nt and energies E f (T0) and Ei(T0) were
known experimentally. The stopping force S(E) was varied to obtain the best fit to the measured
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data. In the data analysis method, the stopping force was a free parameter in the simulation of
the measured data. Optimisation was achieved by using an iteration method, which consists of the
following four steps: (i) initial guess for the stopping force, (ii) calculation of the energy loss, (iii)
comparison with the experimental results, and (iv) corrections to the stopping force. Steps (ii)-(iv)
are iterative. The energy loss in step (ii) was calculated numerically solving E f according to Eq.
15. The calculated energy loss was compared to the experimental energy loss and difference was
used as a correction factor for the stopping force. Using equation 15, the effect of the foil thickness
in the accuracy of the evaluated stopping force values were smaller than those obtained by using
equation 14. En example of results and difference when results are calculated using means and
iteration method for He ions are shown in fig.12.
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Figure 12: Example of the stopping force calculations and the difference in the results obtained by
the mean and iteration methods.
The TOF spectra shown in fig. 13(a) were not ideal due to detector resolution and energy straggling
of the ions. Hence, the relation between T and E could not be directly established. The processing
of data was needed to obtain an unique curve from the scattered data points before precise calcula-
tion of the stopping force. A possible solution can be obtained by using the approach shown in fig.
11. The data are cut in slabs, defined by short time intervals ∆T , given by the TOF system. The
data points of each slab are projected onto the energy axis, where the mean or the most probable
value, and a value assumed to represent the data for the given interval are obtained.
In a typical spectrum, obtained for heavy ions, the slab energy distributions are not symmetrical
and are skewed towards low energy values as seen in fig. 11. In this case, automatic computing of
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the mean values of the energy distributions can lead to systematical errors. In most cases, manual
inspection allowed fixing the problem simply by filtering or redefining the limits for computation.
However, many (≈ 1000) slabs may be taken for each curve, thus it was impossible to perform
a manual inspection and make any needed correction in all the cases. In order to reduce the re-
quirements for manual work, “intelligent” algorithms that could discern and identify relevant data
from stochastic noise, and automatically set proper filters were used. Algorithms were supported
by pre-filtering the data and deleting noise generating events and any artificial structures from the
data.
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Figure 13: The TOF-E spectra of stopping measurements and data analysis of 45 MeV Br ions in
polyimide (a). In (b) the figure on the left shows averaged data and the figure on the right shows
the calculated energy losses for the three different sample thicknesses.
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4.2.2 Elemental resolution
The separation of recoil masses can be accomplished by using a TOF system. In a TOF setup both
the time of flight along a fixed path and the energy of each recoil are measured. The TOF allows
different recoil species with the same energy to be separated, (fig. 14). The mass resolution of the
TOF system is given by the time difference at the maximum energy of the recoil elements. The
difference in time δ t for two elements with massesMa and Mb is
δ t = 7.1979×10−8l
√
Mb−
√
Ma√
Eb
= 7.1979×10−8l
(
Mb
E
)1/2[
1−
(
Ma
Mb
)1/2]
. (16)
With the energy E in MeV, the mass M in u, and the length l in m, the time δ t is in s.
The energy separation of different masses was found to be directly proportional to the incident
energy. The mass resolution is limited by the relative energy and velocity resolution
∆M =
√(
∂M
∂E
∆E
)2
+
(
∂M
∂v
∆v
)2
=M
√(
∆E
E
)2
+
(
2
∆v
v
)2
. (17)
An example of a comparison between a TOF with silicon detector with that of a TOF with gas
ionisation detector is shown in fig. 14. Calculated mass resolutions as a function of beam energy
for several recoils are shown in fig. 15 (a). The experimental mass resolution in the case of a
79Br beam is shown for several recoil atoms in fig. 15 (b). The mass resolution was obtained
by the following procedure. To each detected event a mass m∗ is associated, determined by the
energy measured with the energy detector and by the velocity measured with the time of flight,
according to the relationship m∗ = 2Edet/v2TOF . For each elemental curve selected from the TOF-E
histogram, the mass resolution as a function of energy is calculated by fitting a gaussian curve to the
mass distribution, after dividing the events into appropriate energy interval slabs. This procedure
requires careful calibration of both the time of flight and the energy detector. A mass resolution
(FWHM) better than one atomic mass unit was obtained for elements up to Si using 79Br ions with
energies above 30 MeV. At the same incident energy the mass resolution is lower for heavier ion
beams, because of the different kinematic factors.
For elements heavier than H, the energy resolution of the energy detector was the dominant factor.
The energy resolution of silicon detectors degrades after heavy ion irradiation, therefore the mass
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Figure 14: Raw TOF-E spectra for measurements with 48 MeV 79Br ions. Measurement with a
silicon energy detector (a), and with a gas ionisation detector (b). Note the better separation of the
heavier elements with the gas ionisation detector.
resolution is related to the status of the detector. This can be overcome by using a gas detector
instead of the silicon detectors, as shown by Döbeli et al. [67].
The element identification in TOF-ERDA is based on both the velocity and the energy determina-
tions. Another way to separate different recoil species is through their different energy losses in a
gas ionisation detector [68]. Gas ionisation detectors require a thin window that separates the va-
cuum from the gas volume. This causes a significant energy loss and energy straggling, especially
for the heavier recoils. For this reason heavy recoils must be rather energetic and therefore gas
ionisation detectors are used in the measurements that involve high energy heavy projectiles. The
species resolution is obtained by the characteristic differences in the stopping force for different
elements.
A detection system is a combination of two detectors namely ∆E and Erest detectors. ∆E is a
detector in which the incident particle loses only a very small amount of its energy (∆E) and passes
through it. The particle is then stopped completely within the Erest detector. Separate bands in the
spectrum that correspond to different elements can be observed in the graph (E - ∆E spectrum),
when ∆E (= KMZ2/E) is plotted as a function of E (= ∆E+Erest ) [69] as shown in fig. 16 (a).
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Figure 15: Mass resolution (FWHM) of the TOF system as a function of 79Br beam energy (a).
Comparison of mass resolutions for TOF+ion implanted silicon detector and TOF+gas ionisation
detector systems measured with 48 MeV 79Br beam (b).
In an ionisation chamber these features are obtained simply by dividing the anode into two parts
[15, 68, 70–76]. In this study the anode length was split into three parts, as shown in fig. 8, to
achieve flexibility for the effective lengths of the ∆E and Erest anodes, as shown in fig 16 (b).
4.2.3 Depth resolution
The surface depth resolution is limited by several factors that affect the surface recoil energy inac-
curacy. One of these is the beam spot size that causing recoil detection angular differences, when
the detector is placed at a finite distance. Beam divergence leads to kinematic energy differences.
Recoils detected at slightly different detection angles have large kinematic energy differences. Usu-
ally these kinematic energy differences are reduced by simply restricting the angular acceptance of
the recoil detector. An alternative approach is to detect the recoil angle by a position sensitive
detector. The effect of the kinematic broadening can be expressed as
∆E(θ) = E0Kr
2sinθ
cosθ
∆θ , (18)
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Figure 16: Measured spectrum of an Al2O3 sample obtained by the gas ionisation detector. In (a)
∆E1+2 is plotted as a function of E. The relation of signals from the anode parts ∆E1, ∆E2, and
Erest in the three dimensional plot are shown in (b).
where E0 is energy of the incident ion, Kr the recoil kinematic factor and θ is the recoil angle. ∆θ
is the deviation of the recoil angle.
Other significant factors that affect the depth resolution are the timing resolution, TOF length un-
certainty, and a possible non-homogeneity of the timing DLC foils that causes energy straggling.
The contribution of the timing resolution ∆t to energy resolution is
∆E(t) =
Mrl
2
t3
∆t, (19)
where Mr is the recoil mass, l flight path length, and t time of flight. The timing resolution of TOF
system is about 200 ps in all cases [17]. The contribution of the TOF length uncertainty ∆l is
∆E(l) =
Ml
t2
∆l. (20)
Energy straggling due to the DLC foil, according to Bohr’s simple energy independent expression,
is
∆E(ΩB) = 2.35[4pi(Z1e
2)2NZ2 · xC]0.5, (21)
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where xC is the thickness of the DLC foil and N DLC foil’s atomic density. DLC foil non-
homogeneity ∆xC contributes to the energy resolution as
∆E(xC) =
dE
dx
|C · xC ·∆xC. (22)
The incident beam energy spread component due to accelerator ripple is less than 0.1%. Moreover
the tandem effect component that indicates the change of the ion charge state in the first carbon foil
that results in a small acceleration or deceleration is also negligible.
The position sensitive detector allows the position signals to be used to correct the measured energy
of each recoil event so that it corresponds to the energy calculated for the mean scattering angle.
The experimental energy resolution can be extracted by fitting an error function to the high en-
ergy edges of the energy spectra. The conversion to depth can be obtained by using the surface
approximation [77]. The surface depth resolution and all contributors are shown in fig.17.
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Figure 17: Surface depth resolution as a function of the beam energy. The O atoms were recoiled
by a 79Br beam incident on a Al2O3 layer (a). The total depth resolutions at the surface for different
incident ions as a function of the beam energy, are shown in (b).
The experimental depth resolution below the surface can be ascertained by determining the energy
resolution at the interface of the sample layers. Similar treatments can be used as in the case of the
surface depth resolution, but the energy loss of the incident ion in the sample has to be considered.
Simulations can be performed using Monte Carlo codes to study the depth resolution below the
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surface. All experimental parameters of the detector set up in addition to multiple scattering and
straggling in the sample layer can be included in the simulations. The depth resolution at all depths
can be extracted easily from the output of the simulations by dividing the TOF resolution by the
deviation in the detected time of flights of particles originating from a specified depth.
The main limiting factors of the ERDA surface depth resolution are the detection solid angle and
the timing resolution. The best resolution can be achieved in the low energy limit. The use of
heavier ions with increasing energy gives a better surface resolution. Depth resolution deeper in
the sample is dominated by multiple and plural scattering. These two phenomena increase when
the incident beam mass increases or the energy decreases. Depending on the film thickness, a
compromise between energy and ion species must be made to achieve a good resolution through
the sample film. The use of small incident angles may also improve the depth resolution, but the
drawbacks are the same as for thick samples.
4.2.4 Calibration
The timing resolution is mainly determined by the intrinsic properties of the timing gates, i.e. the
quality of the output signal from the anode and the differences in the electron path lengths. The
effect of the latter is negligible in the timing gate design used in this study, as the electrons emitted
from different parts of the carbon foils undergo similar path lengths in the electrostatic mirror.
Accurate measurement of the timing resolution is not a straightforward task. A typical procedure
to measure it is to observe the high-energy edge of the signal from scattered primary particles or
recoiled atoms, as in such cases, other effects can be often neglected. However, special attention
should be paid to sample selection, especially to surface roughness and isotopic effects.
The energy deduced from TOF has better resolution than that of the energy detector in most cases.
The time calibration is also linear for all ions. Consequently, TOF can be used to calibrate en-
ergy detectors. TOF is also used to calibrate the solid state energy detector in the stopping force
measurements. The energy loss in the second timing gate must be take into account. The energy
calibration of the gas ionisation detector was achieved in the same way. The energy loss in the
detector window was also considered.
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Figure 18: Energy calibration of the gas ionisation detector for different ions.
4.3 Concentration distributions
In IBA, a computer aided data analysis is used to extract information from the measured spec-
tra. The desired information includes identification of sample elements, their concentrations, areal
densities and layer thicknesses. In the best case, the spectrum can be converted into concentration
depth distributions of all elements in the sample.
The calculation methods can be divided into two types namely: the direct calculations and sim-
ulations. In direct spectrum analysis, the yields from separated spectrum signals are transformed
into concentration values by closed-form analytical calculations. Another form of direct analysis
includes conversion from signal areas and heights into total amounts or concentrations. This is
the opposite of spectrum simulation, whereby a theoretical spectrum is generated from an assumed
depth profile that is then compared with the actual data.
The simulation modeling assumes that the underlying physics, mathematics, data (nuclear and
atomic) are valid and adequately describe the physical processes involved. Starting from a known
sample structure, the corresponding experimental energy spectrum can be simulated by applying
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basic data and the known formalism of the reactionmechanism. By comparing the experimental and
theoretical spectra and iteratively modifying the assumed sample composition, a close similarity to
the spectra is typically attained after only a few iterations. The sample structure that most closely
lead to the theoretical spectrum is then adopted to correspond to the sample structure.
A typical simulation process has four steps.
1. An initial sample composition is assumed.
2. A theoretical spectrum that corresponds to the experimental parameters and the assumed
sample composition is calculated.
3. The simulated spectrum is compared to the experimental spectrum.
4. Differences are identified and the assumed sample composition is modified accordingly.
These iteration steps are repeated until a good fit between the simulated and experimental spectrum
is obtained. In the simulations, the sample is divided into thin sublayers. The incoming beam
energy and the detected energy for scattering for each element are calculated for each layer. The
simulated spectrum is then constructed based on these quantities and also on the concentration
of the element in each sublayer. Straggling and other physical phenomena can be included, and
these are usually treated statistically. Individual collisions between the analysing ion and the target
nuclei and their associated electrons are not modelled. Monte Carlo simulations model individual
interactions between particles. In this way, phenomena that have usually been difficult to include
in the standard conventional method are easily included.
The standard methods face problems in the analysis of heavy-ion TOF-ERDA data, particularly
at low energies in which multiple scattering plays a very important role. Not only are the sig-
nals broadened, but also the actual yield is not what would be expected from single scattering. In
practice, ion–electron interactions are not calculated, and tabulated stopping forces are used. Nev-
ertheless, complex physical processes such as double and multiple scattering, in addition to the
full ion–detection system interaction, are taken into account in codes such as MCERD and Corteo
[33, 34].
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4.4 Surface roughness and structures
Samples in ion beam analysis are usually assumed to have smooth surfaces, e.g. thin layers de-
posited on Si wafers or glass substrates. It was recognized very early using RBS, that surfaces
roughness can strongly influence the shape of the measured energy spectra [78]. ERDA is very
sensitive to surface roughness, because of the oblique scattering geometry [74]: particularly with
heavy ion projectiles.
The difference between rough and smooth surfaces in analysis is how the effective path length of
the projectiles and ejecting recoils, i.e. the ion track inside the sample is determined. Particles
can also exit the sample material one or more times depending on the incident and exit angles and
the surface structure properties. Another difference compared to a smooth surface simulation is
the step width that is used in the programs to calculate the energy and cross-sections related to a
scattering event.
Monte Carlo programs that have been specially developed to simulate ERDA measurements al-
low the proper treatment of surface roughness [79]. The simulation programs can use 3D surface
structures in the calculations.
ERDA is conventionally used to analyse thin film materials. Novel materials and more complex
devices and structures impose new challenges to IBA techniques. IBA is a stand alone technique
and provides all information from elemental compositions to depth profiles for thin film analysis.
However, IBA methods can also complement other characterisation procedures for the analyses of
more complex structures.
The concentration analysis of the commercial solar thermal absorber coatings was reported by
the author and others in ref. [7]. Coatings were applied onto copper and aluminium substrates.
Copper and aluminium substrates were typical cold-rolled products. Substrate surface roughness
and striations from rolling process or other defects of the substrate material influenced the micro-
structure of the coating. After the ageing treatment, diffused islands were observed from the surface
of absorbers with copper substrates along the direction of rolling as shown in figure 19. Micro-
structural analyses of the thermal absorber samples were performed by ultra-high resolution field-
emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM).
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Figure 19: FESEM images of titanium oxy-nitride coatings on copper as-deposited (a) and aged
(b). The rolling direction of the substrate is seen as horizontal striations in the pictures. Islands of
oxidized copper were created along rolling scratches of the substrate during the ageing.TOF-ERDA
depth profiles of the titanium oxy-nitride samples. The copper substrate has oxidised and copper
has diffused to the sample film.
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Figure 20: TOF-ERDA energy spectra and MC simulations of copper islands on the chromium
oxy-nitride samples. Thin homogeneous Cu film is also simulated for comparison.
In figure 19, the effect of the surface structure was not taken in the account. However, the energy
spectrum of the copper was simulated using MCERD program to analyse the amount of copper
inside of the thermal absorber film. The effect of the result of the analysis is shown in fig. 20. The
difference in the results shows that to obtain the correct result the surface structure must be taken
account. Samples with Au- and Si-nanocystals were analysed similarly in paper IV and in ref. [6].
4.5 Ion beam induced modification
IBA methods are usually considered as non-destructive. The reason is that they do not create mac-
roscopic and visible damage to the measured sample, such as that encountered by sputtering based
methods. However, the interaction between the incident ions and the target atoms does introduce
sample modifications. The interaction between nuclei that are responsible for the recoil forma-
tion displaces atoms inside the film. The interaction with the atoms’ electrons that are responsible
for the ion slowing down affects the electric and chemical state of the sample atoms. Scattering
cross-sections for the recoils in case of heavy ion ERDA are proportional to (MiZi)
2. This strong Zi
dependence allows ERDA to be performed using quite low beam fluence. TOF-ERDA systems typ-
ically require larger ion fluence than for example gas ionisation systems due to the small solid angle
of the detector. In addition, electronic stopping forces increases roughly linearly with Zi, therefore
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the sample damage caused during analysis using heavy ions should be less than that created during
ERDA using light ions. The beam fluence in ERDA is typically in the order of 1012 ions/cm2 and
the number of target atoms actually involved in collision processes is only a small fraction of the
total.
Desorption of the atoms of light sample elements was observed during irradiation of thin ALD
crown TaO - polyimide multilayer samples with a 43 MeV 79Br beam. The fast loss of elements is
followed by a stable phase as shown in the fig. 21. Elemental losses occur, even when the effect
is more limited to low beam energies. Decrease of the element concentration can be fitted by an
exponential function of the ion fluence Φ which enables correction of the analysis result.
In the case of typical ALD samples, the irradiation-induced damage can be neglected most of the
times, but the possible changes in the sample composition had to be routinely monitored.
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Figure 21: Loss of H, C, N, and O from polymer film during irradiation.
Along with the plot of the actual experimental data there is also a fitted function to the H data
according to the equation
ρ(Φ) =
1
1
ρ f
+( 1ρ0 −
1
ρ f
)e−KΦ
, (23)
where ρ f and ρ0 are the final and initial concentration and K is the release cross section. The
equation introduced by Adel et al. [80] is based on the statistical model on bulk molecular recom-
bination and is valid for hydrogen loss. The model assumes that H radicals are formed and they
recombine into H2 molecules, which are able to diffuse out of the sample.
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5 Conclusions and outlook
This study describes the progress achieved in the development of heavy ion ERDA.
The detectors used were characterised in terms of timing resolution, energy resolution, detection
efficiency and mass resolution. The improved timing resolution of the TOF detector achieved that
was enabled a mass resolution that was better than 1 u for elements lighter than Si. The system
demonstrated high quantification accuracy and reproducibility, in terms of both film composition
and thickness. In most of the cases considered, the measured standard deviation was less than 5%.
The position sensitive gas ionisation detector for heavy ion ERDA was installed and tested. Energy
calibration curves and energy resolution of the ionisation chamber were measured for several ions
by coupling the gas detector to the TOF system. Identification of all ions within single measurement
was achieved. The detector had an energy resolution of 0.5 % for light ions and about 1.5 % for
Si ions within the energy range used in ERDA. The detector design used provided data on position
independent of particle and energy with a position resolution that was better than 0.5 mm.
A TOF system combined with either a silicon detector or a gas ionisation detector, provided an
energy resolution from a time measurement that was usually better than that of the energy detector.
Performance of the gas ionisation detector was found to be better than that of the ion implanted
silicon detector for almost all ions. Nevertheless, the analysis of typical thin ALD samples revealed
that the use of the silicon detector for element separation in a TOF system is sufficient and is also
easier to use. When the separation of heavy recoils are required, gas ionisation detector is the better
choice. For heavy ions the improvement in energy resolution was more than a factor 2. The use
of a gas ionisation detector as energy detector in TOF-ERDA improved the particle identification
for ERDA. In contrast to solid state detectors, gas ionisation detectors are not prone to radiation
damage, and have energy resolution of the order of 1%.
Monte Carlo simulations with MCERD and Corteo programs were run in the analysis procedure
to complement the standard analysis in order to increase the quantification accuracy for films less
than 10 nm thick, and for materials with rough surfaces (also nano particles and small structures).
Tests carried out on challenging materials showed a high sensitivity of the simulation code to small
variations of both film composition and thickness.
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The data and analysis result storage system based on sql database was developed to facilitate meas-
urement data handling. Fast access to all measured data and results allows an easy approach to
compare results and to monitor detector parameter trends.
The damage induced on the sample material caused by the beam irradiation was studied. Results
show significant elemental losses during analysis particularly when measuring polymer samples.
Detection systems with large solid angles reduce damage creation, as they require lower ion fluence.
The use of heavy ions and high energies can reduce damage production e.g. in case of polymer
samples.
The stopping force values for important industrial materials and ions most frequently used in HI-
ERDA have been obtained. A clear advantage of using the studied procedure compared to conven-
tional measurements methods was that the uncertainty connected to the estimation of the ion mean
energy in the sample foil is avoided.
The improved ERDA capabilities studies will be exploited in the characterisation of atomic layer
deposited structures provided through the Finnish Centre of Excellence in Atomic Layer Deposition
of which our laboratory is a partner. The samples to be studied consist of thin films, micro- and
nanostructures, materials for microelectronics and energy technologies.
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